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About This Game

STORY

Fame and glory for an hunter can be reached in only one way.
To obtain them you have to destroy one curse.

To fight the first curse Zyx has to reach the "Father's tower"

You will meet the curse of the unknown.

GAMEPLAY

Start your adventure and survive with your rifle!
it's the only thing you need to go on,useful against enemies and important to solve the puzzle-game sessions with lasers.

Run,Jump,Shoot Projectiles and Lasers to go on in this FUN and DIFFICULT platform/puzzle game
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very decent despite the fact that is is an old game. A very rich storyline too. It's a shame that the manual is not included. Also
there does not seem to be the sequal, Kingdom Shadoan. Hopefully, it could be released here. I got this game when it first came
out and was on 5 CDs. I never finished it though, I was too young to understand how to play it. Decades later I am finally giving
it a new try and by god I am going to do my best to actually finish this game. The world is pretty and detailed. So many unique
RPG mechanics that do not exist in modern day RPGs.. While the game is fun and the mechanics are decent, if you can't handle
toxic communities and players who get mad over how you play shooters or blame their failures on you when they play awfully,
do not purchase this game. The community is far to toxic in the competitive game mode and the balancing of who you play with
in casual is also poor. Wait till they implement a better way to cooperate with toxic teammates before purchasing.. I bought this
game because I really liked the look of the food in the video. Unfortunately, the good looking food is one of the only parts of
the game I enjoyed. The other being the background chatter that sounds like it's coming from a much busier restaurant.

The entire game lasts around 10 to 15 minutes and when you finish that you are treated to the menu screen. That's right, it
throws you out to the main menu like a restaurant throws their bags of garbage out to the dumpster in the alley.

The game feels like it started off with a good idea and then was abandoned. There is no reward or incentive to do anything in the
game nor is there any sort of leaderboard. The game seems to think it's score based but the points or score in it has no value and
so it completely nullifies the system.

The customers don't do anything or show any appreciation for you bringing them food. They also don't do anything if you don't.
They just sit there doing nothing - much like you will be if you play this game.

If this was Early Access I still wouldn't like it but it would at least have a reason for being that way. As a finished product it
disgusts me that this is out there for sale. Even the main menu is laughably bad.

First Impressions \/ Review \/ Gameplay Video
https:\/\/youtu.be\/a1i1Ld6fKgc

--> Follow My Steam Curator Here <--

I DO NOT recommend this game whatsoever. Almost no effort seems to have been given here and I really wish this was an
Early Access title with many future updates coming because I really like the look of the food and idea of what the game could
have been.. So happy they made this game. So like DK made by bullfrog back in the day. WAITED FOR THIS GAME
:D:D:D:D. The game is quite short and the story isn't as well as the past compared to the two others titles. But the game is still
good and fun. Also, we finally have some answers about past characters.. This game series has so much potential, but how it is
setup is horrible and no fun at all. The interface screen is horrible. You can't do anything without a window popping up in your
way. The tutorial is horrible with once again windows popping up in your way. Screw this mess. Go play Cities Skylines. You
will get a lot of fun out of that game instead of wasting money on this crap. 1\/10.. I'm a fan of Secret Files, but this game was
just a disappointment. The puzzles were a bit more realistic, but the game was ridiculously short and the story was lacking. Not
worth the 5\u20ac I spent.. havent played much but love it. A wonderful game, with amazing music, addicting gameplay, and a
simple childlike charm to it, I love this game. It's like a mix between Tetris and bejewled.
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its fun and a good time killer at times, my only problem is i cant find a server. ok.. what to say about this game

Its a major first of it's kind fully Arabic game from the ground up.. and it looks like it have potential and it does the class and
battle system looks deep.. but now I honestly don't recommend the game. it is incomplete, very glitchy voice acting changes
every so often.. little girls sounding like meddle age men is really disturbing.

in short don't buy now wait for updates if any...oh and the price is reallly high for the quality. The game is memorial for those
who wanted to relive the game. Other than that, it's hyped in comparison to today's compatible RPG games (e.g. Pillars of
Eternity, etc.) If you are new to Baldur's Gate (Enhanced Edition), it may be best to save the $20 (2019) to purchase another
game. The game design is poor right off the start. Designers made an assumption players must save their characters, that they
have just spent hours to create, BEFORE playing the tutorial. The tutorial will wipe the party and replace them with NPCs.
There's a way to import the main character but that requires walking through the tutorial. In addition, the game interface is not
intuitive, especially for those who are new to Baldor's Gate\/RPG. The graphics is also blurry and needs serious clarity. I was
rather disappointed to see an "Enhanced Edition" not to be so enhanced. They should have fixed these problems for the
enhanced version. In light of the enhanced version's pitfalls, contemporary games have learned and made much improvements in
design, story-telling and fun based on legacy games such as the original Baldur's Gate.. UPDATE: The seperation of versions
that existed in the original release of this and other Tabletop Simulator DLCs that limited users from hosting the game no longer
exists. You just need to buy the DLC and host it and other players should be able to join and enjoy your game.

I upgraded to the Unlimited Edition so I could host the game for my friends, so unless your friends want to buy the $5 version
for each player, I suggest you do the same. It's a much better solution. Thanks to Berserk Games for listening to the fans!

Anyway, onto the actual review. Superfight is a card game about random fighters with random super powers or super problems
fighting to the death. To determine who wins, you and everyone else in the fight has to argue who would win in the fight. It's
pretty simple when you get right down to it, but leaving the decisions to players who are biased can lead to problems. Try to use
logic instead of bias.

The game starts with the youngest player first (like a lot of kid-friendly board games). Once the game starts, each player in
order draws 3 Black cards, which are Effects, and 3 White Cards, which are Characters. You only get to choose 1 of each from
your hand, then you discard the rest unless some cards say otherwise. Then, you draw 1 Black card from the Black card deck
and add that to your fighter. You don't get to choose whether or not you keep it. After all that is when the fighting begins! You
and the other players debate on which fighter would be able to successfully win in the battle based on their natural, supernatural,
and otherwise aquired abilities. The winner gets a point and keeps their fighter for the next round.

Some of the Character cards can be the Mario Brothers, Stephen Hawking, and any Comic Book character you can think of.
Some of the Effect cards can be "No Legs", "Armed with a Portal Gun", "Has an Infinite Sausage Lasso", etc. Some pretty
extravagant and random things to be had for sure.

There are some rule variants, which is nice, but I haven't tried them yet. There's also a Blue deck with Locations, and a Purple
deck with Scenarios. I haven't used those either, but you can play them before or after people make their Superfighters.

All together, I find this game to be enjoyable, but you'll probably need more than 2 people to enjoy it at its best. I unfortunately
only have a few friends with Tabletop Simulator, and I was only able to test with 2 players. I still recommend it if you want a
good debate-based card game about random things though.. [Skip to bottom for Tl;dr]

How I found this game and came to love it: I was a kid, mom on her windows XP Laptop, I walked over and sat down on the
couch with her and saw her playing the very first bejeweld. I asked her if I could try it, after a few minutes of playing it, I loved
it.
Fastfoward a couple days later, we get the disk out that she used to install it on her computer and install it on the PC.
I played the game for quite a few hours on end and got high levels, then I sort of forgot about it from then, untill today that is.
Just today as I write this review, I found the "Bejeweld deluxe" PC disc, and also found out that this game is on steam, after
installing deluxe on my windows 8.1 laptop, I also bought this game.
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[Tl;dr]
This was one of my childhood games, and I love games like this, what are you waiting for?  BUY IT!
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